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Short Description: 

The goal of this project is to increase understanding of the experiences and perspectives of 
women physicians as they transition through their careers, especially those who migrate for personal or 
professional reasons. Increasingly, published literature demonstrates that women physicians face unique 
obstacles while progressing through their careers, navigating career advancement and seeking balance 
between professional and personal responsibilities. Furthermore, women physicians may also migrate for 
various stages of training, from their home country to others, for various reasons. Gender inequity in 
medicine can already contribute to barriers in their career advancement, and migration may add further 
challenges for women physician-migrants. Developing a deeper understanding of women physicians’ 
experiences during important transitions could reveal unique barriers and opportunities, and inform best 
practices developed based on such experiences. The aim of this study is to identify common themes for 
women physicians in transition through semi-structured interviews and qualitative analysis in the Dutch 
and European context. 
 
Background & Project Description: (Projectbeschrijving) 

As women physicians transition through their career, moving from early career to mid-career, 
their professional skills and personal or family obligations may be evolving in parallel. These women, 
often in their twenties to forties, may experience peak potential for imbalance between their professional 
and personal worlds. The leaky pipeline of women physicians advancing through their careers remains 
problematic, and focused investigation of important inflection points or career transitions, could 
contribute important insights to our understanding of gender equity in medical careers.  

In their professional world, women physicians may, for example, experience an increasing need 
for further developing personal skills in integrating professional and family obligations (including care of 
young children or aging parents);1–4 skills as a mentor and sponsor of younger physicians and physician 
peers, or finding mentors and sponsors to help their career advancement;5,6 skills in negotiation and 
advocacy as a leader locally or on a broader scale;7 and/or learning to better recognize their own self-care 
needs are when facing burnout or other mental or physical health issues.8 Also, well-being for women 
physicians may have unique contributing factors,8,9 for example, women physicians experience 
concerningly high rates of sexism and sexual harassment,10–13 but they also face less explicit biases, such 
as gendered expectations of how they provided patient care 14 and implicit bias.8,15  
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Barriers that women physicians face include advancing towards leadership in academic 
medicine16–18 including executive positions,4 receiving acknowledgement via medical society recognition 
and awards,19 and maintaining a sustainable level of engagement and fulfillment between professional life 
and motherhood20 or even singlehood. Among Dutch general practitioners, when women physicians 
experience burnout, they experience emotional exhaustion first, which differs from male physicians.21 
Other studies of women physicians show they are more frequently diagnosed with depression compared 
to male physicians,22 and they may have higher rates of suicide than male physicians when compared to 
their gender-matched general population.23,24  

Women account for a growing proportion of physician migrants in recent decades, yet they face 
countless barriers to professional advancement. They experience reduced access to role models, mentors, 
and sponsors, face gender stereotyping and greater conflict regarding work-life integration.15 The 
leadership pipeline for women physicians universally narrows at the top in different countries: no matter 
how many women medical students start out, the ones remaining in top leadership are a glaring minority 
among executive and academic leadership positions, specialist faculty positions at higher levels (e.g. full 
professors), and even grant award recipients.25,26  Women physicians globally are suffering from various 
systemic inequities on an individual and societal scale. Among European trainees in psychiatry, partnered 
women were more likely to move for personal reasons, while males of any relationship status reported 
moving most often for financial reasons and single women were more likely to relocate for academic 
reasons.27  

Career disruptions for women due to migration or to bear or raise children have similar 
consequences to women physicians worldwide: returning to the metaphorical escalator towards promotion 
up the academic ladder is difficult.28 Difficulty in finding sponsors and mentors, as women professionals, 
already a challenging task, is magnified in a new country where professional and social networks may 
need to be rebuilt. Women physician-scientists also may carry added caregiving burdens20 while 
integrating into new work systems and achieving fulfilling criteria for academic promotion, including 
obtaining grants and publishing research.29 Finally, migrants also are typically non-native speakers of the 
official or regional language(s) and may be therefore perceived as less qualified. This may be particularly 
pronounced for multilingual regions, where strict language requirements as a part of their physician 
professional recognition procedures.30  
 
Project hypothesis: 

The aim of this project is to increase understanding of the experiences and perspectives of women 
physician-migrants as they transition from early to mid-career. The hypothesis is that women 
physician-migrants likely will identify common barriers to their career advancement, despite different 
pathways of training through different countries. The findings may have important implications for early 
career women physicians making career decisions involving migration and changes in country context. 
 
Project design/Methods:  

This study will use qualitative data collection and analysis of one-on-one semi-structured 
interviews with women physicians. Participants will be invited through social media posts with invitations 
and through professional networks, listservs, or discussion forums to complete a screening questionnaire 
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for eligibility. Participants may also be recruited through in-person conferences of professional medical 
organizations/associations or symposia. Eligibility criteria include women physician-migrants with Dutch 
nationality, who are currently in or have previously done an extended portion of their medical training 
(e.g. received a degree or completed specialty training) or worked for a portion of their career in a 
non-Dutch country. Participants should be women physician-migrants who have already received their 
medical degree. Purposeful sampling will facilitate identification of information-rich cases.31 Snowball 
sampling will also identify additional interview participants to enrich the sampled population if needed. 
Each participant will be offered a €75 gift card (e.g. for Amazon or VVV in the Netherlands) for their 
participation. Approximately 15 women physician-migrants will be recruited for initial interviews. 
Interviews are anticipated to be approximately one hour in duration. 

An interview guide has previously been developed for a similar study focusing on women 
physicians navigating the transition from early to mid-career,32 and the existing guide will be adapted for 
this proposed study to incorporate inquiry pertaining to migration as a physician. Qualitative interviews 
will be performed via Skype or other acceptable web conferencing software and recorded for transcription 
and analysis.33 Using an open coding approach, analyses will involve using the constant comparative 
method, develop a code structure in stages in accordance with the grounded theory approach, and develop 
concepts through memoing.34–36 Interviews will continue until thematic saturation is reached. Participant 
verification will be conducted with study participants. Ethics review has already been obtained for a 
similar study performed in the U.S. and an addendum would be applied for in order to complete the 
proposed study.32 Peer-reviewed publication is anticipated by the end of the study.  
 
Budget 
 

 Amount requested Description of Expense 

Salaries €530 Partial compensation for investigator and/or 
researcher assistant time & intellectual contributions 
to the project 

Telephone €25 Skype-to-Phone credit to call participants not 
currently located in the EU/EEA 

Other/Miscellaneous €1125 Compensation for interview participants 
(€75/card) 

Indirect costs €320 16% UM faculty tax on external grant funds 

Total €2000   
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